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Abstract: In the article the new architecture of control systems is considered. From existing developments it
is featured by a modularity and use of additional service functions in system that significantly reduces system
cost for the customer. The developed control system is greatly open and flexible. The principal feature of new
architecture is use of the intermediate converters and the common bus. The converter is the simple
microcontroller which executes function of protocols and intarfaces negotiation, function of device
identification on the common bus and some service functions. The converter is the standard device which is
created once for specific type of the equipment and allows using this equipment repeatedly in many standard
systems. The article considers the architecture of a control unit of modern allocated complex with sensors and
execution devises. In example shows possibility of using modular type architecture for the humidity and
temperature monitoring and air condition system of the storage with use of external environment. As a common
bus interface for control system was used 1-wire interface. Example shows that the modular architecture is
convenient for use in small and medium business and allows production automating with low cost of creation.

Key words: Control system  Control unit  Sensor  1-wire interface  Execution device  Production
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INTRODUCTION The not expensive control systems made by order.

For  a  long  time  business  in  the developed usually it is necessary to create new system;
countries tries to develop control systems for their Control unit, in the system that was made by order, is
industrial equipment to reduce expenses during significantly depends on needs of the customer, at
production. In Russia industrial automation isn't so least at the level of the microcontroller, so this
common   and    is    used    only   in   large  companies. increases cost of whole system.
The  main  reason  for  this  is  a  high  creation cost of
control system for the automated equipment which The main idea of this work is to develop architecture
usually  is  made  by  order  or it is the manufacturer for flexible, open and modular control system with a low
solution  without  setup   feature   and   possibility of cost of creation for small and medium business.
being  adjust  in  future  (not flexible) and without It is necessary to solve some problems to develop
possibility  of  using  devices  from many manufactures control system like this. To increase flexibility of the
(not open) [1, 2]. control system user mast have opportunity to create from

The Main Part: It is possible to note main problems in and execution devices which he needs. The complex of
existing control systems. They are: the equipment mast support adding of new executing

The allocated open system is very expensive in network protocol (plug and play functions). It is
creation because of using different interfaces and necessary to provide possibility to setup logic of
protocols which are not supported by different cooperation between equipment in the system at the level
manufacturers so control system has to negotiate of a system operator. All information about system status
them; must be stored in a database like MySQL.

They are not flexible and in case of little changes

standard modules some system with necessary sensors

devices and sensors and their synchronization with the
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Picture 1: The scheme of the typical control system

In case of low level requirements to industrial the common bus. This will solve problem with necessary
automation systems in small companies and a convenient of data standardization and data transfer from various
method of system setup there is an opportunity to create devices to the control unit.
flexible open modular control systems with reasonable As shown at Picture 2, set off functions of each
price. This type of systems can be used by small business device  store  in  convertor  so  control  unit can get it.
to automate typical processes in manufacture. There is no special program code in control unit for

The standard system consists of measuring devices sensors and  execution  devices  which  stores in
(sensors), execution equipment (execution devices) and convertor so that allows to lower creation costs of control
some unit which coordinate their cooperation (control system. The customer has opportunity to change the
unit) [3]. The control unit includes itself things from the broken module for the new standard one with the
microcontroller up to software module and real time acceptable  price,  because  of modular type of system.
operator decisions (a Figure 1). Let's consider in more detail the main parts of the control

This type of architecture is possible if the quantity of system.
sensors and execution devises is a little and the system is
not allocated in space.[4,5] Main problems of this type A Sensor: Sensors in the control system are collecting
control systems are: necessary data for decision-making. It can be different

The microcontroller in the control unit must support weights, luminance and etc. Problem with different serial
all interfaces which are used by equipment what sensors is that they use different interfaces and data
increases control unit cost, especially code cost; transfer protocols which requires an individual
There is a restriction on choice of execution devices connection to the control unit. To make system cheaper
and sensors because of microcontroller in control it is rational to use the union protocol for all types of
unit that must support their interfaces for possibility measuring devices. It can be done by adding the
of data transfer; intermediate device – the converter. This will allow using
In microcontroller code all working logic for sensors all devices with their unique interfaces by only creation of
and execution devices must be programmed for each convertor or using already created one.
set of equipment.

To solve these main problems, it is possible to use special equipment that companies use for product
not  expensive  serial  intermediate microcontrollers for manufacturing. It might be air condition, heating,
each  execution  device  and  sensor  in   the  control ventilation and etc. In small company typical devices have
system - converters. The converter is a device which will only on and off function which can be used by special
execute function of protocols and interfaces negotiation interface. The main problem is to negotiate interface
for data transfer between execution devices sensors and between control unit and execution device because of
control unit microcontroller. Converters and the great variety of interfaces. To solve this problem it is
microcontroller  are  connected   by   the   common  bus. possible to use the converter which will convert interface
For implementation of this type modular control system of execution device to the interface of the control unit
each device must have a unique code for identification on common bus.

types of sensors, for example temperature, humidity,

An Execution Device: Usually the execution device is
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Picture 2: The scheme of the modular type control system

Picture 3: The architecture of the control unit

A Converter: The converter is responsible for system Let's consider separately on each level of the
splitting on standard modules what makes system more architecture and its additional functional for whole control
open. The convertor allows control unit to find out what system.
type of sensor or execution device connected and use it In control system where as the control unit is used
sets of functions. It also makes possible to set unique only one microcontroller, the only opportunity is a
identification number to each sensor or execution device. programming in advance known logic [6]. Customer can’t
Using of unique numbers allow to organize data influence on the logic of microcontroller working and
exchanging between the control unit and other equipment doesn’t have  possibility  of statistics viewing. At this
by the common bus. level  difference  between  modular  type control system

A Control Unit: The control unit receives information execution devices support are brought out of
from converters connected to the common bus and microcontroller. It supports only dispatch functions the
according to received data sends commands on execution operation logic.
devices. The control unit must be universal to avoid of it After adding to the control unit the OPC server all
programming and, as a result, reduce control system microcontrollers get possibility to communicate between
creation cost. All sensors and execution devices must each other, other OPC servers, servers of databases,
have  possibility  to  be  added  step  by  step in future. software modules. The OPC server provides negotiation
Let's consider the control unit in more detail. between subnets in allocated control system. Usually, at

The control unit is a system that consists of some this level for communications between subnets system
devices and programs. It can be divided on the following uses LAN with access to the Internet [7].
levels: the microcontroller level, the object linking server With use of a software module there is a possibility
in controlling process (OPC server) level, the data to control all sensors and execution devices of allocated
processing program (software module) level, the real-time control system from one place. Also software module can
operator decisions level. Each level adds additional be constructed with WEB technology that allows
functions to control system. The control unit does not providing data accesses from mobile devices too [8].
have to contain all levels of hierarchy. It can only consist Developers of software programs and OPC server
of levels that add necessary functions for the customer. developers use some standard interfaces for
The  architecture  of  the  control  unit  is  shown  in a communication so customer usually can select between
Figure 3. suitable program modules.

and  typical  one  is that functions of sensors end
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Picture 4: The scheme of the modular type control system example

The operator real-time decisions are separated from 1-Wire protocol provides access to devices by using
other levels in hierarchy of control unit. This is because the following sequence:
of idea that only the person can take an emergency action
when logic is incorrect to avoid any dangerous accident. The initialization; 
The second idea is that many systems require starting The ROM function command of a device; 
conditions for correct function execution which may be The memory function command if it is needed;
provided only by the expert operator. The transaction of data; 

As an example of modular type control system let’s
consider storage HVAC control system. The control Using this sequence master can get or save some
system will use external environment to keep humidity and data to slave.
storage indoor temperature at needed levels. The HVAC Example shows that with use of modular control
system will consists of following elements: system architecture it is possible to create not expensive

Network of temperature sensors with the 1-Wire the small and medium business. Cost of such control
interface; systems creation lower because of avoiding extra
Two sensors of humidity with the analog interface; programming for typical modules. For control system from
The execution device is a mover which is opening the example the creation cost is 3 times lower the cost of
and closing outdoor ventilation plug. typical control system.
Control unit STM32 + PC

The scheme of the modular type control system
example (Picture 4) is based on ideas of modular type As the example shows, each convertor was easy to
control systems. There are 15 temperature sensors with create and it can be used in other control systems with
the 1-wire interface in the example that is why for the same type of equipment. Full simulation of the 1-wire
common bus was selected 1-wire interface. interface in other convertors is allowed to add some extra

The control system allows realizing twenty-four-hour functions to the whole control system. Control unit can
monitoring of outdoor temperature and achieving search for new sensors and execution devices that have
acceptable temperature in onion storage, during the been connected, even analog humidity sensor (plug and
period from October up to April, without use of play function). This new function allow creating system
refrigerator equipment. step  by  step.  Using  database allows to control system

Let's consider the 1-wire network as the most by  the  operator  and  if  it  needs  take   extra  actions.
common for small networks of sensors. The interface Also database was very useful for findings mistakes in
needs existence of master device for example control system logic.
microcontroller in the control unit and slave, for example
the convertor for execution device. Three wires are used REFERENCES
for 1-wire bus: the power + 5V, the earth 0V, the digital
wire  on  which signals from +0V to + 5V, by default + 5V 1. Bernard Sklar, 2001. Digital Communications:
are exposed [9, 10, 11]. Fundamentals and Applications. Prentice Hall.

open and flexible control systems which can be used by

CONCLUSION
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